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Chapter 1  - A Breezy Spot 
 
In this war there is one thing that gives the tired soul and the harassed mind a chance to 
recuperate, that is, a Divisional move – a shift from one part of the line to another.  There is always 
the sporting risk that it might be “Out of the frying pan etc” but you chance that; anything for a 
change. 
 
I cannot convey in writing the fed up feeling that comes over one at the horrible monotony of riding 
over the same roads for months, passing through the same ruined villages , and cursing at the 
same traffic blocks, at the same corners, using the same livid adjectives, the only break in the 
monotony being when some gentle working party lay down stones a few feet deep to add variety 
to the only good road on the route. 
 
Then a little excitement creeps into your mundane existence and an odd puncture tends to lighten 
the gloom.  This only is the “the trivial ground, the common talk” glorified. 
 
Our Division has shaken off the trammels of the Somme area.  We have left behind that part of 
the line where for months we saw nothing but smashed villages and shell ploughed fields, where 
canteens were as oases in a desert (of mind), where the showers start on the first of the month 
and leave off on the 29th.  Where you ride the first day of the week and walk the rest, where “not 
a prospect pleases, and every road is vile” and, above all, I lost sixty francs in two weeks playing 
snap. 
 
We have put all that behind us; it is to me now like as a nightmare when one awaketh.   
 
 
 

Chapter 2  - A Glorious Ride – and the destination!?? 
 
I had a glorious ride up from the South to the North.  This is one of the blessings of a DR’s life; 
the big rides when the DRs move, you take your own time and go your own way.  I stopped at 
Doullens on my way up and had a good dinner.  I had tea at St Omar where I saw for the first time 
(in France) some English girls in khaki.  I had no time to enquire what their particular job was, but 
I expect it is office work.  There are too many stalwarts doing office work out here, it is about time 
they were thinned out.  
 
I got to my destination about nine o’clock that night and found it situated in a wood well within the 
shelled area.  A thoughtful War Office had provided us with bell tents to ward off all attacks!??  
These tents were painted like Indian tepees.  It wasn’t half a windy place.   
 
The Germans knocked out several chaps of one of our battalions the third night we were there, 
then the next night they gave us a bombing display from aeroplanes, but no one was hit.  They 
again “found” one of our battalions, and badly wounded several men.  There are some people 
who tell you that you get used to shell fire.  Well I have never met any super-men yet, the more I 
see of it the less I like it. 
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Chapter 3  - A Warm Spot 
 
We have now moved up still further, and our Headquarters are about 3,500 yards from the front 
line, you can see (from a mound near us) away back beyond the German lines, and you can let 
your eyes feast on the sight of Jerry’s second line being blown out of existence by our “heavies”.  
Tall pillars of smoke, earth and dust are constantly rising in this part of the map.  Their war 
balloons seem to me horribly close.  One of them looks right down the road where we are.  This 
is the road to the communication trench to the front line and it runs at right angles to the line. 
 
This is a warm shop.  The shelling that goes on every day on both sides is cruel.  You dare not 
walk about without your shrapnel helmet and box respirator.  It’s risky to make a dash to the cook-
house only 100 yards away. 
 
Fritz varies the monotony of 5.9s and 8in by giving us liberal doses of light and heavy shrapnel. 
My sleeping place is in an old house.  The room has iron girders round it and is well 
sandbagged.  Fritz dropped a 5.9 opposite the door a few evenings ago, but I was out when he 
called.  So he left his card by flinging some bits in my room.  The explosion of a 5.9 baffles 
description. It’s the most awful shell I have ever heard.  It comes down with a horrible scream 
that simply demoralises you.  Then follows the fearful shattering cr-r-ash.  The echoes go 
rumbling away and can be heard for miles.  The pieces fly around and you’re not safe (unless it 
is very soft ground) within a radius of 400 yards.  
 
I was in the cook-house when the first one dropped.  The second went over and hit an RE dump 
and set alight several hundred of “verey lights”.  One of these fell on a farm nearby, and the 
thatched roof was soon alight.  It blazed up fiercely, and Fritz, seeing the smoke shelled that 
spot for over an hour.  This is an “old stunt” of his when he sees any smoke or flames.  Knowing 
he has hit something he makes it a rule to vent his hate on that particular spot. 
 
 
 

Chapter 4  - Getting the Wind Up 
 
I had a run back to one of our Battalions (resting) a few nights ago.  Coming back about 11.30 
(no light of course) I was stopped on a switch road , and had to wait half an hour before the 
shelling stopped . When all seemed quiet I went on in fear and trembling. The engine 
explosions give you little chance of hearing a shell coming.  The first notice you get is the 
shattering crash so I will leave you to imagine the state I was in when I rode over that portion of 
the ground Fritz had been shelling.  It was a bad road and I had to go on second gear.  I got 
through alright and as is the case out there forgot all my troubles when I had arrived back and lit 
my pipe.   
 
This is one of the worst spots I’ve ever been in owing to its exposed position.  If I travel by the 
main road to the left I have to come around a very bad corner, and he “bumps” that corner 
constantly.  If I go the other way I have to pass some “heavies” and these “heavies” are to the 
Germans as is a red rag to a bull.  Fritz pays them more than their proper share of attention in 
the shape of 5.9s and as these guns are on the side of the road that I have to travel well – nuf 
said. 
 
That leaves me a mud road (switch road).  It lies almost opposite.  By going one way (possible 
only in dry? weather) I certainly dodge both bad spots , but even his road is not safe, for quite 
recently a big Howitzer has been planked in a field close by and that makes for trouble. 
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Chapter 5  - A DR’s Puzzle 
 
To pass a big Howitzer when it is firing is another “windy” job, especially on a dark night when 
you are not expecting it.  You are riding along picking your way slowly in the dark, when 
suddenly at your ear there is a deafening explosion and a big tongue of flame shoots out from 
the darkness “Whew”!!  You simply don’t know where you are for a few minutes.  The first 
question that arises in your mind is “Was that ours or theirs?”  Then the big gun looms up in the 
darkness and all is peace.  It seems to me that these gunners wait until some unfortunate DR 
comes close to the gun and then they fire it.   
 
One of my night runs will stand out clearly in my memory for many months, but meanwhile the 
reader will doubtless wonder (as I have done for some time past) why it is so many despatches 
have to go out at night.  Well it may be that the good dinner of which the Staff Officers partake is 
an incentive to clear thinking, or it may be other things far beyond the comprehension of a mere 
DR, but, whatever it is, it is a nuisance, especially here, where you dare not use a lamp, and 
where roads are full of holes.  Heaven help the crank cases! 
 
 
 

Chapter 6  - Fritz and his Gas Shells 
 
On one particular night I set off at ten o’clock for a quarter of an hour’s ride.  This may seem a 
very short run, but to me it was a quarter of an hour too long.  I got to my destination – it was 
one of our Brigades (resting) – and jogged back in high spirits.  Half way back coming along the 
famous mud road I spied in the semi darkness some soldiers running towards me.  They pulled 
me up and I found that Fritz was putting over a big ration of gas shells.  They were falling I was 
told all round our Headquarters and near the road I was on just where it meets the main road.  
This was pleasant news.  Finding my gas mask had a cracked eye piece (result of some skid or 
other) I turned back to the brigade I had just left and phoned through to my headquarters who 
told me to keep away for an hour. 
 
About 11.30 I started back.  I had in the meantime got the loan of an old pattern mask.  I could 
not ride and wear this at the same time as it was impossible to see in the dark with it on. I was 
again stopped on the switch road and waited till one o’clock Jerry had finished his “gas stunt”.  
Hearing no more gas shells falling I chanced riding on and got back safely.  A gas shell makes a 
peculiar whirring noise in its passage over and there is no explosion.  It hits the ground with a 
dull thud very much like a “dud” shell – in fact when I first met one I thought it was a “dud” but 
when your eyes begin to smart and you get a dull pain in your forehead you soon know the 
difference. 
 
I got down to it about 1.15 but had not been asleep an hour before I was roused by the “Gas 
Sentry”.  More shells coming over.  I went to the door but could smell no gas.  I put on my 
respirator for about five minutes and then went out again and had another sniff.  No gas; the 
shells were no longer falling.  The wind had most fortunately changed in our favour, so I went 
back to bed and slept soundly.   
 
What with ordinary shells, extraordinary shells and gas shells, this is a bright spot, but “C’est la 
guerre”  In fact it is very much “La Guerre” and I am being continually reminded Bairnsfather’s 
brilliant parody “C’est la guerre mais ce n’est pas magnifique”. 
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Chapter 7  - A Close Call 
 
GHQ run!  “Right ho”! I yelled in answer to the Sergeants melodious summons, wiping the tarte 
of War Spirit no- from my mouth, and proceeding and attempting to re-assemble my carburettor 
grit, fluff, and water included.  “Why aren’t you ready?” and “What have you got your carburettor 
down for?” are two questions fired off in a mouthful.  The second question seeming to me 
sufficient answer to the first, and a thimbleful of refuse a good enough reply for the second, I do 
not bandy words with my superior?  But giving a final twist to the union and turning on the 
petrol, I present myself to the clerk and inside five minutes the clang of our stands into their 
clips quietly followed by a roar of two cylinders announces our departure. 
 
G- is with me and shoulders a burden similar to mine.  This K-M- to GHQ is a heavy post.  I am 
thankful that I had at least got some of the waste out of my petrol pipe for the harmony of the 
two cylinders is good music as we speed northward. 
 
The cobbled streets are soon behind us, and the Route Nationale stretches ahead.  It is a 
glorious day.  Keen but bright, uphill and down dale we scurry along our seemingly endless 
avenue, easing slightly through villages and giving Cavalry files and standing mules a wide 
berth.  An uneventful trip brings us and our despatches to GHC (miles behind the line) where 
we tender our passes at the barrier and proceed to the Signal Office, there lightening our packs.  
Here, we’re told to report again at 5.30pm.  It is now mid-day; the 40 odd kiloms, having taken 
barely an hour.  We make for the DR’s billet some 3 kiloms out of town refreshed with 
Maconochie a la currie, or some camouflaged dish, vegetables and sweets! 
 
The spirit of the road is very much in evidence here and motorcyclists are all welcome.  Many a 
good hour have I spent up there when on K-M-.  We fill up tanks at about 4.00pm and ride back 
towards the office – hoping that we may get off before time.  We put our machines in the shed, 
for the mornings gladness, brightness has changed to threatening gloom, and, besides, 
motorcycles are novelties to Jean and Marcel!  
 
“A-.  K.M-?”  from the clerk, upon sighting us “Yes any luck? 4.30 you said for the reply didn’t 
you?”  “More like 7.30, I guess, tonight – rough passage.  Call in a 7 say I’ll try and have the 
stuff ready by then”. “Well G- what’s to be done with three hours in this place?” I ask my 
companion.  We stroll downstairs wishing that we had stayed in the snug billet, but a fine rain 
and gusty wind do not invite us back again.  Instead we mooch around the town, read the Daily 
Mail, Continental Edition just being sold and XXXXX things in general and Kings Mail in 
particular.  A cup of coffee in the YMCA improves our tempers and in due, or overdue time, the 
moment for our appointment arrives and we again ascend the Signal Office stairs, the busy 
iddy, iddy, umpty of the morse instruments being sadly out of accord with our own feelings. 
 
“Through in half an hour now” again from the clerk “---------“ from G-.  The countersign, though 
really quite printable?? From myself.  Eight o’clock sees us off and out of GHQ as soon as 9 HP 
equally divided the sentries at the barrier can manage it and we hope after all to reach A- before 
10 o’clock. 
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Chapter 8  - A Close Call continues – Trials & Tribulations 
 
One’s temper improves even in in the worst of weather when two cylinders keep perfect time 
and answer to the throttle, and I was good for hours more at the same speed when a flicker of 
the lamp caused me to stop suddenly in the middle of “Keep the home fires burning”.  Someone 
had evidently tampered with the lamp, for inspection discovered the container swamped out.  
No use straffing over swamped carbide, so off you go and make the best use of your sense of 
direction, my lad. 
 
A kilom or so further ahead a beam of light shot into the sky and moved across as though it felt 
for something.  It gradually lowered and soon lit up the road bearing straight onto me, and 
throwing long shadows from the trees.  A Staff Car evidently bound for GHQ.  I made the best 
use of brief light and opened out, but not for long and the plunging into sudden darkness as a 
limousine passed at a good 50, found me almost grovelling in the bank at the roadside.  G- was 
now some distance ahead.  I must get me a move on.  I managed on half throttle for the next 10 
kiloms, but still he kept ahead.  I gradually pushed over the lever, becoming more used to the 
dark and was soon going all out.  What a guide is an avenue of trees when one is riding without 
a light!  Thus speeding homeward, and the topic suggested, perhaps, by an engine responsive 
to a fully opened throttle, I debated that the old questions “Does a motorcycle run better at 
night”?  Personally I think it----- “Hello, you get out of it!  Why don’t you keep votre cote-“ All this 
in a second or so, as a huge jolting mass looms up scarily a dozen yards ahead.  I momentarily 
shut off, and putting my whole weight on the brakes, swerve to the left, but horrors! The object 
which proves to be some belated farm cart now attempts to reach its right side of the road.  
Once again I thank goodness for a good response to the throttle and somehow just miss the 
horses head and shafts without a flick.  A steady half throttle accompanied by my maledictions 
upon Monsieur made the pace hot enough for the remainder of the run.  G- had missed me and 
waited, but we both ran in “home” before the Old Depot Clock struck half past nine.  Not too 
dusty 30 miles an hour and no lights. 
 

 
 
Chapter 9  - A Night on the Somme 
 
I was stationed at a small stores distributing depot near a well known town on the Somme in the 
spring of 1918, when I undertook what I shall always regard as my most exciting ride; that is, if 
nothing occurs in the future to eclipse this adventure.  I used a motorcycle in the course of my 
duties, which, although taking me close to the line seldom gave me cause for much anxiety, as I 
managed to cover most of the danger zone during “safe hours”.  One night however, lingering 
late in the officer – such as it was, I was foolish enough to answer the telephone.  The speaker 
wished for a particular small instrument and was in a great hurry for it.  Again, foolishly I 
promised it, and not wishing to send a lorry with such a small load I decided to take it myself. 
 
My goal lay at the end of a set of communication trenches in an area that afterwards became 
very well known.  It was a dark night and a slow drizzle of rain was falling while, of course all 
lights were taboo.  Soon I was on the main road and wising that I had not started.  Lines and 
lines of lorries, all heavily laden were crawling towards the front.  Whilst on the opposite side of 
the road an equally unending stream was returning.  Between these two lines I floundered along 
in that awful mud, knowing that the lorry drivers could not see me and might run me down 
without being any the wiser.  The din was terrific enough but soon Jerry started his night strafe 
and I felt very small indeed wallowing along among the wheels of the heavy lorries while shells 
howled overhead. 
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However, after a somewhat chequered ride I arrived at a well known town where many roads 
converge.  Fritz knew this spot and did not forget to pay his attentions to it pretty frequently.  
The lorries had all stopped, but I managed to squeeze until I was told to wait for an opening.   I 
waited and waited, and could not help wondering what would happen if a shell happened to hit 
the convoy, which carried a load that would resent such treatment (shells).  For over an hour 
shells screamed over our heads, and not one glimmer could I get of what was happening.  
Smoking was out of the question as the road was not sufficiently sheltered to permit a pin prick 
of light.   
 
Although I knew the town well I had much difficulty finding the road I required, and to make 
matters worse the rain began to fall in earnest.  It was quieter here but the traffic consisted 
mainly of swift silent ambulances.  Not wishing to come into contact with one of these which 
were almost impossible to detect, I dismounted and pushed to a railway line which ran 
alongside the road in a cutting.  I thought my troubles were over but I was sadly mistaken.  
Hardly had I started when a low wailing scream warned me of an approaching shell.  Lifting the 
exhaust I stepped towards the bank at the side of the line, which I could see outlined against the 
sky.  With a crash my wheel caught in some points and I fell head long.  Immediately a dull 
explosion sounded behind me, and for a moment my heart stopped beating.  The earth seemed 
to open with a blinding flash, and I gave up hope.   
 
Beyond a cloud of stones and debris which fell around me nothing hit me and I breathed again.  
Then I saw a burly figure standing over me, wearing a gas mask.  This big Australian for such it 
turned out to be, helped me to my feet and motioned me to don my gas mask.  Not feeling keen 
to on following the railway which I imagined the enemy had discovered and would probably drop 
a few more shells over, I made my way, with the help of my Australian friend, back to the road.  
The latter which had been comparatively quiet a few moments before was now seething with 
lorries which however were running at set distances from each other. 
 
My next two miles were a nightmare , for I found it no joy ride wearing a gas mask and a tin hat 
and trying to dodge between these heavy vehicles, which were skidding about like myself on the 
mud in an appalling manner. 
 
At last I abandoned my machine to a Military Policeman and set out on foot to my objective in 
the trenches at which at which I finally arrived and safely delivered my precious parcel.  At 
length the gas “all clear” was given and removing my greatly overheated gas mask I swallowed 
a cup of coffee and turned into a dug out placed at my disposal by the Signal Officer I had 
obliged.  I did not intend to retrace my tracks that night. 
 
Roadster 

 
 
 

Chapter 10  - All Night in the Saddle 
 
“There’s nothing doing” I said to my chum.  “I’m turning in for the night”.  “Same here” said G- 
and with that we left the mess hut and proceeded to our little wooden (and canvas) hut across 
the camp.  It was just about 10 o’clock and the whole “family” of us - eight in our hut – were 
preparing for “kip”.  Soon “Lights Out” sounded away in the next camp – we did not possess a 
bugler of our own – and candles were snuffed.   
 
Our particular Signals Office was miles from the line and our camp was some little distance from 
the office in town.  G- and I together with six other DRs occupied the hut aforementioned and 
known as “Chez Nous”.  G- and I were on special duty; that is we and our motorcycles were in 
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readiness to carry any special despatches which might turn up from 8 o’clock that morning until 
the same time next day.  So far nothing had turned up, and we were, we thought, in for the night 
and almost asleep when I heard the camp telephone ring.  “That’s done it” I called across to my 
chum, to be answered by a snore.  Two minutes later the Sergeant arrived.  “Does G- sleep in 
this hut?” “Yes”.  “Where’s P-?” “Here I am” I answered “Right oh!  Buck up both of you.  There’s 
a special for----. 
 
We stumbled about for matches and candles and woke the hut up, dragged on the few clothes 
we had taken off and made for the office.  We were not long in getting on our overalls (for it was 
a dirty looking night), and this done, I signed for “Comic Cuts” as the specials are called while 
G- lighted the lamps.  We had of curse filled up with petrol and oil earlier on the day, and soon 
the purr of our machines echoed through the silent streets.  The two of us rode together.  We 
passed the barrier, the Gendarme, but his welcome looking brazier, yelling a friendly “bon nuit” 
as we did so, and “opened out” as we reached the main road for Doullens about 10 kiloms.  On 
our way the rain offered its company which we were unable to shake off, and very shortly the 
roads were just greasy enough to be uncomfortable for riding. 
 
A spill due to an unforeseen pothole necessitated a halt to effect a minor repair to G-‘s machine, 
fortunately there was no damage to himself.  The light from my lamp helped matters 
considerably and we were soon off again, or as the Irishman, censured for always sending 
lengthy reports, would have it “Off agin, on agin, Finnigin” 
 
Another 30 kiloms practically uneventful bought us to the Cathedral City of Doullens.  Arriving 
by mistake at the railway station, after a while we found our way through the apparently 
deserted town.  Scarcely a sound was heard save the throb of our engines which seemed not to 
heed the weather and were quite enjoying the night air.  A halt at the barrier enabled us to ask 
our way to - , a little village about 15 kiloms out, to which one of our despatches was addressed. 
 
“Continuing tout droit pour trois kilometres, tournez au gauche au pied du colline et contiuez 
tout droit”.  “Merci M’sieur. Bon Nuit!”  and we were off again into the night, thankful to be of the 
pave’, which the rain ,still with us, had rendered just right for an absolute performance  on  
wheels.  Twenty minutes bought us to the required village and close on midnight the fun now 
commenced, for to find the OC Nth Divisional Artillery was somewhat difficult in a village of brick 
and plaster cottages, houses and farms of which, appearing ghostly in the glare of our lamps, 
might have been a cemetery for any indication life they gave. 
 
We put in low gear and scoured the streets for any signs of a British billet.  G- took one way, I 
another, and in our perambulations we occasionally passed one another, sounding our horns 
continuously trying to rouse someone, and also to keep in touch with one another, but not even 
a dog was heard.  This was poor progress, so we decided that we must call someone up and 
find the whereabouts of the town Mayor.  Madame, who was awakened by much door 
thumping, directed us vaguely.  After perhaps another 20 minutes of trying to distinguish one 
house from another exactly the same we became aware that we had indeed found the Mayor 
who seemed none to pleased to meet us.  However, we politely said nuffin’ and in time were 
told where the artillery people hang out.  The Mayor was evidently more pleased to leave us 
than to receive us for we bade goodnight as we saluted and took ourselves off.   
 
The Artillery folk did not receive us with open arms either, for it appeared they were expecting 
instructions, and sure enough our despatch turned out to be orders to move immediately.  
Before we were in the saddle again the stables were alive and preparations being made. 
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Chapter 11  - Despatch Riding Under Difficulties 
 
That job over; another to be done; 1.30 o’clock; still raining.  We retraced our tyre tracks to 
Doullens and then headed for Amiens in search of that mythical person , a billeting officer X 
Division.  Has any DR ever seen a billeting officer?  Do they really exist?  I have always found 
them to be “in the next village” and the next village, like tomorrow, is impossible to reach.   
 
My lamp now, like the candle in “Ingoldsby” “burns low in its socket and stinks”, and about a 
Kilometre of the rough road  we were using sufficient to jolt its last feeble efforts to death.  It is 
nothing new to ride in in the dark without a light but to keep close to one’s companion over a bad 
road and one abounding in caverns was not easy.  However all efforts to relight failed and I 
decided to ride behind G- and make what I could of his light, (that was fast giving out) sounding 
my horn often to let him know I was coming along.  Somehow I dropped behind a bit too far and 
ran onto a stretch of unrolled metal on a heap of stones on the road, and of course, came a 
cropper.  No damage, personal or otherwise, was apparent, so I put on a spurt to catch up. 
 
At last we reached the village of ------ where the Z Division were in billets but X Division had not 
been heard of “nor no billeting officer”.  Half an hours enquiries got us no further, so, the town 
Mayors billet being shown us, we rode straight for it.  Unceremoniously we tapped at various 
windows and doors, tried shutters, and generally explored the farmhouse.  At length we were 
rewarded by the sound of striking matches and “Halloa there!  What do you want?”  This was not 
at all a bad Town Mayor but alas! He could not help “Try --, the next village”.  “Very good Sir, good 
night!” and away over the hill and through the rain to the next village. 
 
X Division was known here and the billeting officer was here “this morning” but went on to ----5 
kiloms away.  Without a murmur the machines carried us along, but our quarry had again never 
been heard of, so we made a town of about half a dozen villages.  Still however, we drew blanks.  
We were both without lights and my petrol very low so we sat straddled across our machines and 
discussed the situation.  With the aid of a horn bulb I “borrowed” some of G-‘s petrol and we set 
off once more.  Seeing a light in the distance we made for it.  From our point of view it was a 
veritable Will-o’-the wisp”, but thank goodness it was getting light at last – nearly 7 o’clock.  We 
sat on a doorstep and again discussed the point and cursed billeting officers in general.   
 
Finally we were recommended by some kind officer to try the Town Mayor.  The Town Mayor, 
attending what Captain Bairnsfather calls “The rectangular smell in the centre of the farmyard” 
could not help us.  We rather surprised this gentleman, and he surprised us no less, for in reply 
to G-‘s question, “Burez vous, dires a moi ou reste le maire de cette village?” He said, pointing to 
himself and resting on his fork “Ici. Je suis le maire”.  We, I suppose were looking for someone 
strutting in a chain or some official insignia. 
 
Day came, but with it no vision of the billeting officer.  Abandoning the machines we sought him 
on foot but again, “as you were” was the only result and at about 10 o’clock, having been out 12 
hours we found the nearest telephone and reporting to our OC the apparent uselessness of our 
search, probably due to incorrect address, received instructions to return.  Willingly we did so, 
although disappointed at not catching our quarry, arriving, tired, hungry and very grimy at 
11.00am. 
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Chapter 12  - The Parting of the Ways 
 
I have now temporarily lost my pal G- he being sent forward to our Battalion Tank Corps, myself 
to another.  We occasionally meet in the course of our duties, but being the only DR at our 
respective battalions got little time for joy rides. 
 
The retreat before Amiens being far too colossal and chaotic to describe.  I will beg the reader to 
be carried over that terrible time to the period when we had stopped the mad rush of Germans.  
We had been in the village Blangy Tronville about a month, when the artillery bought up a new 
gun (to try).  It was a wonderful weapon, the largest that we had, so it is only natural that Jerry 
should pay his respects, and attentions to it, in the shape of 5.9’s and heavier “stuff”.  He is most 
methodical in his searches for a target, and, here he put one shell in the hedge by the side of the 
road, and then right across a field at about 20 yard intervals he put 15 or 20 shells in as straight 
a line as possible.  Unfortunately our telegraphic cables run across this field.    
 
On the 3rd June 1918 I was sent to the end of the communication trench with some batteries for 
the telephones, and on arriving was informed that a telegraphic message awaited me, informing 
me that the main line to headquarters was cut by shell fire, would I on my way back, have a look 
at the line and repair it if possible.   
 
About 5.00pm I start back, and branching off my road to this field I leave the old bus in the hedge, 
and set out with the line running through my fingers (so as to see a break).  I had not gone very 
far before Whiz-z as a 5.9 comes over.  Needless to say I got a move on, dodging from one hole 
to another till I found the break.  Dragging the wire into a shell hole I sit down to mend it, knowing 
I am comparatively safer in the hole, than I should be on top. 
 
In due course the job is complete and I start back for my bike, and make a dash for it, although 
shells are coming over about 4 or 5 a minute.  At last I am in the village and only a hundred yards 
or so from home and a good dug out, but fate decrees otherwise as a shell lands in the road 
behind me. The next few minutes are all a jumble.  The first thing I recollect is a shattering crash, 
simultaneously my left hand leaves the handle bar and I feel a sharp blow on the shoulder, 
suddenly, as the blood begins to run warmly down my side I realise that I am hit.  I shut the throttle 
and shout to some Australians sheltering in a doorway, but they seem too stunned to realise 
what’s happened.  A bit farther on through there are some more who witnessed the occurrence 
and rushed to help me off the bike, which I had by now stopped.  Taking me down in a cellar they 
cut my tunic and clothes away, tied me up hurriedly and put me on a stretcher, marching off to a 
dressing station with me. 
 
At the corner of the street they decide to rest under a wall.  It was the luckiest thing they did, for 
as they stopped, a shrapnel shell burst overhead fairly raining shrapnel round the corner which 
we should have walked into, possibly with tragic results.  At last we are in the dressing station, 
where a Doctor fixes up comfy, gives me a drink, and an anti lock jaw injection.  The next move 
is into an ambulance, and off down the line to a larger dressing station, here I am put into a larger 
ambulance and off to Amiens.  Twenty minutes wait and another ride to the 5th casualty clearing 
station at Piquinny.  This time I am put to bed and bathed. 
 
Presently round comes a nurse with a needle and gives me another injection, morphine this time.  
The next move is in five minutes time, onto a stretcher and into the operation room.  What 
happened there I shall never know – or care, for when I next woke up I was in bed and very comfy.  
Just imagine waking up and finding yourself in a real bed with sheets on after months of sleeping 
anywhere.  Oh! It’s great. I stayed there four or five days living well.  Half a bottle of Champagne  
per day, nicely cooked food, nicely served up and someone to wait  on me. 
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One day I am taken out on a stretcher and put on a cattle truck, very nicely arranged, and taken 
down to the main line, where we are put into a Red Cross train off to Rouen which took about 8 
hours to do.  Here we were sorted out into ambulances and driven to various stationary hospitals.  
I was taken to St Louis American Hospital and put to bed.  I was treated very well there and after 
a week was allowed to get up and walk about the hut, till one day an American Doctor said “Do 
you want to go to Blightly?”  Oh! I was on his collar in a minute, and at 7.00pm round comes an 
orderly with a suit of khaki, etc, and at 2.00am I am awakened by a nurse who dresses me and 
hands me over to an orderly, who leads me to an old London motor bus and helps me inside. 
 
After an uneventful ride through the deserted streets of Rouen we arrive at the station and 
embarked on a Red Cross train bound for Le Havre.  We left Rouen at 4am and arrived at Le 
Havre at 2.15pm.  The stretcher cases are taken first, then the walking cases follow on board the 
Union Castle Liner “Guildford Castle” a luxurious boat bound for dear old Blighty.  We embarked 
at 3pm and sailed at 9pmarriving at Southampton at 2.30pm the next day. 
 
Thus ends the military career of one Despatch Rider. 
 

Roadster 
 


